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Science  Action
No Action  Information Deficit

Fifth Assessment Report release

New York Times Editorial, April 1, 2014:

“Perhaps now the American public will 

fully accept that global warming 

is a danger now and an even graver 

threat to future generations.”



Energy decisions

• Home energy use
• Lighting, heating and cooling

• Transportation decisions
• Public transit, type of car, number of flights

• Consumer—utility company decisions
• Green electricity providers, time-of-use tariffs

• Investment decisions

• Voting and lobbying



Rational Choice Model Assumptions

• Choice follows from valuation

• Valuation is 
• calculation-based/analytic

• without information or capacity constraints

• Valuation maximizes personal utility



Climate Change as the “perfect storm”

• Action seems painful
• Costs certain and upfront
• Benefits uncertain, in dribbles, over time

• (Effective) action is complicated
• Problem is massive
• Collective action required
• Many uncertainties 

• climate science, technology, political, and social

• No silver bullet, only silver buckshot



Why not more Attention and Action on CC?

• Business action lacking
• Resilience of systems/infrastructure related to food production, energy 

production, transportation...

• Investor action lacking
• SEC Interpretative Guidance on Climate Risk Disclosure
• Only 40% of S&P500 companies are voluntarily disclosing 
• “Hedging climate risk“ (Andersson, Bolton, & Samama, 2014)

• Political action lacking
• UNFCCC commitments
• (Inter)national investment in climate risk “insurance”
• R&D investments into renewable energy, carbon capture, ….

• Individual action lacking
• Surprising underutilization of existing technology for energy efficiency
• $130 billion left on the table annually



Barriers to Action
(e.g., adoption of EE technology)

•Economic diagnoses
• People don’t know about technology
• Principal—agent problems

• Landlord pays the bill, tenant not incentivized

•Psychological diagnoses
• Current choices are habitual 
• Fear of problems with new technology
• Upfront higher costs loom large



Political and economic solutions

• Regulate behavior
• Building codes

• Car and truck fuel efficiency standards

• Raise price of energy emissions
• Carbon tax

• Cap and trade schemes

• “Costly” in multiple ways

• Implementation matters



Behavioral research provides…

Both good news 

 and bad news

on prospects for “wiser” energy decisions 



Bad News  

•Evolution has not (yet) provided us with 
appropriate visceral reactions to many 
environmental risks

•Unaided analytic evaluations biased towards 
inaction



No visceral reaction to environmental risks           


•No worry, no action (Peters & Slovic 2000)

• Risk is a “feeling” (Loewenstein, Weber, Hsee & Welch 2001)

• Analytic concern neither necessary nor sufficient

•Not hard-wired to worry about environmental risks 
• “Psychological” risk dimension of dread not invoked 

(Slovic, 1987)



x: dread factor

fatal

dread
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y: unknown 

factor

involuntary

delayed

unknown

uncontrollable

new

Fischhoff, Slovic, & Lichtenstein, 1978



No fear/feeling, no action….....
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Weber & Fox-Glassman (2018)



Analytic evaluations biased 
towards inaction                          

• Life style changes require immediate sacrifices for 
delayed and uncertain benefits

• Steep discounting of future benefits when immediate 
consumption is an option (“present bias,” hyperbolic 
discounting)

• Loss aversion
• Prospect theory (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979)

• Risk seeking in domain of losses
• Politicians and people are willing to take their chances with climate 

change rather than locking in “sure-loss” economic scenarios



Good News  

“Tragedy of the commons” (Hardin 1968) may perhaps
be downgraded to a “drama” (Ostrom et al. 2002) 

•Cognitive abundance of three types
• Multiple goals

• Multiple ways to represent information (framing) 

• Multiple ways of making decisions 



Multiplicity and Mutability of Goals 

•Human needs and goals 
• Material, psychological (feeling in control), social

(feeling connected, concern for future generations)

• Often conflicting

•Goals influence decisions only when activated

•Choice context affects temporary activation 
• Different voting in church vs. school voting locales

• Group context (“we” vs. “I”) primes collective interests 
and longer time horizons (Milch et al., 2009)



Zaval, Markowitz, & Weber
Psychological Science, 2015

•Legacy motive increases environmental 
concern and action



Legacy (Study 2)

* p < .01

*



Multiple Representations  

•Labels trigger different reactions and choices
• Carbon offsets more palatable than carbon taxes



Choice

Suppose you are purchasing a round trip flight from 
Los Angeles to New York city, and you are debating 
between two tickets, one of which includes a carbon 
tax [offset]. You are debating between the following 
two tickets, which are otherwise identical. Which 
would you choose? 

Ticket A Ticket B

$392.70 round trip ticket
includes a carbon tax 
[offset]

$385.00 round trip ticket 



Dirty Word or Dirty World study 
(Hardisty, Johnson, Weber, Psychological Science, 2010)
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Dirty Word or Dirty World study 
(Hardisty, Johnson, Weber, Psychological Science, 2010)
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Query Theory (Johnson et al., 2007; Weber et al., 2007)

•Theory of how preferences are constructed
• Process of “arguing” with yourself  queries

•Action alternatives evaluated sequentially

•Order of evaluation affects balance of evidence
• Because first query generates more arguments 

•Order is a function of 
• What the choice default is

• Attraction/appeal of alternatives
• Does one option appeal? Does one option put you off?



Opposing arguments like reversible 
figures
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Thought List (Subject 53)

• good for the environment

• carbon offset is not that much more than regular ticket

• what does the extra money do to offset the carbon



Thought List (Subject 286)

•Why would I ever pay extra for this?

• I really don't care about a 'carbon tax'

• if it's the same thing, get rid of the tax.

• the government needs to stop taxing us 
randomly

• I will be old or dead by the time this world has 
an energy crisis

•and by that i mean a huge one where we are all 
f____d

• this is a ridiculous thought to have
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Results: Clustering of Arguments for Inclusive Option
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Results: Frequency of Arguments for Inclusive 
Option
Frequency and SMRD score  highly correlated (r=.68)
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Choices explained by order and frequency of 
arguments     Recipe for Intervention!
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Multiple Representations  

•Labels trigger different reactions and choices
• Carbon offsets more palatable than carbon taxes

•New “mental accounts” provide new goals and 
capture and maintain attention

• Personal carbon footprint accounts

• Online fuel-efficiency displays (Toyota Prius)
• Turn behavior change into a “video game”

• Effect of redesign of EPA fuel efficiency label
• Larrick & Soll, 2007; Ungemach, Camilleri, Larrick, Johnson, & 

Weber, 2015)
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• MPG illusion (Larrick & Soll, Science, 2008)

• Redesign of EPA Fuel Economy Label
• Highly correlated attributes



Translated Attributes Study
Ungemach, Camilleri, Larrick, Johnson, Weber (Mgt Sci, 2017)

• Choice between a cheaper, fuel inefficient car and a more expensive, 
fuel efficient car

• Information on different subsets of EPA label attributes and price 
attributes

Introduction Study Series 1 DiscussionStudy Series 2



Counting heuristics

• Bounded rationality often encourages reliance on simple choice 
strategies (Newell & Simon, 1959)

• Frequency heuristic (Alba & Marmorstein, 1987) and majority of confirming 
dimensions heuristic (Russo & Dosher, 1983)

• non-compensatory choice rules that favor option with the greater number of superior 
attributes

• H1: Translated attributes will increase choice of the option better on 
more of the metrics

Introduction Study Series 1 DiscussionStudy Series 2



Value Activation

• Specific translated attributes increase accessibility of the dimension 
that they describe and its perceived importance (Shah & Oppenheimer, 

2009)

• Translated attributes highlight different characteristics of a global 
dimension and thus remind individuals of values they may have 
initially overlooked but nonetheless care about (Verplanken & Holland, 
2002)

• H2: The translated attributes effect will be stronger for those with 
congruent values.

Introduction Study Series 1 DiscussionStudy Series 2



Results

Introduction Study Series 1 DiscussionStudy Series 2
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Trick or treat?

• Evidence for both choice mechanisms 

• Counting heuristic
• Non-targeted

• “Nudge”… trick?

• Goal activation 
• Targeted.

• “Signpost” … treat?

Introduction Study Series 1 DiscussionStudy Series 2



“Green” defaults

• Sunstein & Reisch (2014) review in Harvard 
Environmental Law Review

• CFL vs. incandescent light bulbs
• Dinner et al. (2011)

• Green vs. brown electric power provision
• Pichert & Katsikopoulos (2008)

• Bringing “choice architecture” to architecture
• Infrastructure design decisions

• Sheahy, Klotz, Bell, Johnson, & Weber (2015)



Engineers often justify infrastructure 
decisions with codes and rating systems

10 



Levels of Achievement 
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Endowed group scored higher for all credits 
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Status-Quo Bias

• How does it come about?
• Prospect theory 

• Kahneman & Tversky (1979)

• Query theory
• Johnson et al. (2007), Weber et al. (2007)

• Predict that people will object to change!

• What happens when the status-quo gets changed?
• By an act of god
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Embarcadero Freeway
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What happens when the status-quo gets 
changed?

By an act of god
By a brave and responsible politician

• 2008 British Columbia carbon tax
• Revenue neutral tax on greenhouse gas emissions

• 2002 New York City smoking ban
• Smoking banned in all public buildings in NYC

• Media analysis
• Weber (2015); Treuer et al. (2013)







Conclusions

•Solutions to environmental problems require broad-
based behavior change related to energy use

•Such change discouraged for multiple reasons
• Egocentric biases and shortsighted time horizons 

• Rational incentives to defect in “commons” dilemmas

• Existing behaviors largely automatic
• Hard to change with economic incentives

• Fear appeals problematic



Recommendations  

• Introduce new mental accounts and metrics
• to focus attention on environmental goals and to measure progress 

• Prime legacy motives and pride in past
• to direct attention to the future

• Shift from calculation- or emotion-based to social-role and rule-
based decision processes

• to overcome myopic self-interest

• Use automatic processes
• sticking to defaults
• social learning and imitation

• Use group decision settings
• to prime social and collective goals



Communication Guides 

cred.columbia.edu/guide connectingonclimate.org

http://www.cred.columbia.edu/guide
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